
Stasn� Roa� Racin� 5K Predictio� Rac�
When: Saturday, April 29th, 2023

Time: 9:00 AM

Where: Western Reserve Greenway Trail, Lampson Rd

Trailhead, 2591 Lampson Rd., Austinburg, OH 44010

Cost: $15 until December 31st, 2022

$20 until April 1st, 2023

$25 until April 28th, 2023

$30 on April 29th, 2023

How does a 5K Prediction race work? Simple! During the registration process, you will

enter an estimated finish time. This will be your official guess! Your goal is to run a 5K

and finish with a time (+/-) of your official estimated finishing time without any timing

aids. Awards to the top 5 runners closest to their official estimated finishing time.

Rules: Please see backside or StasnyRoadRacing.com for official event rules.

Registration only available online
at StasnyRoadRacing.com
Paperless Day of Registration will be available.
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Stasny Road Racing 5K Prediction Race

Official Event Rules

You must enter your official prediction during registration in the "Estimated Finishing Time" section.

Watches, GPS, stopwatches, phones, music or headphones/earbuds, measuring wheels, sundials, etc.

are prohibited. These items are considered an unfair advantage and the participant will be disqualified. If

you are found to be using a timing device to aid in accomplishing your finishing time, Stasny Road Racing

will disqualify you and you will not be eligible for any awards. In the event of a disqualification, no refunds

will be given. Your official time will start when you cross the starting line and will finish when you cross the

finish line.  Chip time will be used to score the event. Tie Breaker will be higher overall position.

Explanation of official time keeping for this event

During the registration process, you will enter your predicted estimated finishing time in the format of

H:MM:SS. Scoring will be based on the full second.

The results that are displayed on Athlinks and the on-site results TVs are NOT official results. The official

times will be based on Chronotrack Systems scoring. Everyone will be scored the same way. All times will

be scored at the full second and the difference between your estimated finishing time and your actual

chronotrack finishing time will be calculated and sorted via spreadsheet.

Time Examples

All official times on Chronotrack will appear as H:MM:SS.TT. There will be no rounding of the tenths of

second. The tenth of a second will be hidden on the spreadsheet. Your official time will be the posted

whole second on Chronotrack. If your time is 00:24:30.29, your official time will be 00:24:30.00. This will

remain consistent with all tenths of seconds from 00:24:30.00 though 00:24:30.99. Regardless of the

tenth of second, the whole second will be used for scoring. The results that are immediately posted to

athlinks and on-site result TVs are NOT official. Tie Breaker will be higher overall position.

Bib
Estimated
Finish Time OVR NAME

Full Course Net
Time Time Difference

Event
Place

25 0:35:55 31 ****** ****** 0:35:56 0:00:01 2

51 0:31:00 26 ****** ****** 0:30:59 0:00:01 1

42 0:29:00 18 ****** ****** 0:28:49 0:00:11 3

30 0:30:45 25 ****** ****** 0:30:57 0:00:12 4

56 0:21:10 2 ****** ****** 0:21:23 0:00:13 5
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